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WIND-TUNNEL TESTS OF A FULL-SCALE MODEL OF A LIGHT 
TWIN-ENGINE AIRPLANE WITH FIXED AUXILIARY 
AIRFOIL OR LEADING-EDGE SLOT 
By Marvin P. Fink, James P. Shivers, 
and Lucy C. White 
Langley Research Center 
SUMMARY 
An investigation has been conducted by means of wind-tunnel tes t s  of a full-scale 
mockup of a light twin-engine airplane configuration to determine the effects of outboard 
partial-span slots and of auxiliary airfoils ahead of the leading edge of the wing in 
improving aerodynamic characteristics at  high angles of attack. Small-scale tes t s  of 
full-span models of such leading-edge stall-control devices many years  ago had indicated 
an increase in the stall angle of the airfoil of about aO, with a very minimal increase in 
minimum drag, which would be of paramount interest for high-speed cruise.  The object 
of the present investigation was to  determine the extent of the improvements that could be 
obtained in the three-dimensional case of application of these devices only on the outboard 
part of the wing. Tests  were made for a range of power settings for both flaps-up and 
flaps- down conditions. 
Both of the stall-control devices gave considerable improvement in high angle-of- 
attack characteristics with the auxiliary airfoil giving the more favorable results, but 
neither device performed a s  well a s  might have been expected. The slot delayed the stall  
of the outboard part of the wing about 5' o r  6O, flattened or  extended the top of the lift 
curve, and caused the ailerons to  maintain full effectiveness to about 5' higher angle of 
attack. But the slot increased the minimum drag of the model about 10 percent and did 
not diminish the large asymmetric rolling moments at  the stall. The auxiliary airfoil also 
provided a flat-topped lift curve and improved aileron effectiveness at  high angles of 
attack; it actually decreased the value of minimum drag slightly; and i t  reduced by about 
one-half the large asymmetric rolling moments at  the stall. Tuft tests,  however, indicated 
little delay in the stall  of the outboard part of the wing, s o  that i t  might be questioned 
whether damping in roll  would be maintained at  the higher angles of attack. 
INTRODUCTION 
~ta l l / sp in  accidents constitute a sizable percentage of a l l  accidents of general- 
aviation airplanes. Par t  of the problem is simply a matter of stalling and losing lift a t  
an altitude s o  low that the airplane cannot gain sufficient speed to recover before striking 
the ground. Another part  of the problem is one of ser ious roll-off a t  the stall due to roll  
asymmetry, unstable damping in roll, or  loss  of aileron effectiveness, which results in a 
much larger loss  of altitude than a symmetrical stall, and may result in a spin. Stall- 
control devices such a s  wing slots and slats  were researched extensively with considerable 
success by NACA (NASA), and otliers, during the 1920's and 1930's by means of flight tests  
and small-scale wind-tunnel tests.  Hence, it was decided to  investigate the application of 
some of the resul ts  of this research to  a modern, twin-engine, light, general-aviation 
airplane a s  part  of a current ongoing program of full-scale wind-tunnel research at  the 
NASA Langley Research Center. The particular configuration chosen was one which had 
been found in previous full-scale wind-tunnel tests,  reported in references 1 and 2, to 
have a rather rapid s tal l  progression and decided aerodynamic asymmetry at  the stall, 
particularly a s  a result  of unsymmetrical stalling induced by rotation of the propeller 
slipstream. 
The philosophy behind the investigation was to put on the outboard section of the wing 
simple fixed-geometry s lots  or  auxiliary airfoils designed for low drag in the cruise con- 
dition and to determine the extent of the aerodynamic improvements at  the stall. The 
improvements to  be expected were a delay in the stall  of the outboard part of the wing with 
the following beneficial effects: 
(1) Root stall  occurring markedly before stall  of the outboard part of the wing 
should give a strong, early stall  warning. 
(2) Delay in stall  of the outboard part of the wing would be expected to provide 
damping in rol l  and good aileron effectiveness beyond maximum lift. 
(3) Possibly, resistance to spread of the asymmetric  stalling may be caused by slip- 
s t ream rotation to the outboard par t s  of the wing, with attendant reductions in asymmetric 
rolling and yawing moments at  the stall. 
One device tested was a fixed slot based on the low-drag slot research of references 3 
and 4 which had been conducted, a t  small  scale in one case and with a two-dimensional 
model in the other, using the Clark Y and NACA 23012 airfoil sectioiis typical ul the 1930 
time period. Of course, the slot had to be reconfigured somewhat to  fit the more modern 
NACA 6-series  airfoil  of the test  airplane. Even though this slot was designed for low 
drag, the data of references 3 and 4 indicated an increase in minimum airfoil section drag 
of about 100 percent, which would correspond to an increase in minimum wing drag of 
about 40 percent fo r  a partial-span slot o r  to an increase of about 8 percent in minimum 
drag  of the complete airplane in the cruise condition. This increase in drag would result 
in a reduction in cruise speed of about 2.5 percent, o r  4 knots, for  the test airplane. In 
return fo r  this reduction in cruise performance, the data of reference 1 indicated an 
increase in the angle of attack for  stall of 9' o r  lo0  for the slotted part  of the wing. 
Although the cruise performance penalty for the slot was not high, it seemed that 
it might be eliminated altogether by the use of an auxiliary airfoil such as one of those 
investigated in references 5 and 6. These auxiliary airfoils were located muchhigher 
and farther ahead of the leading edge of the wing than conventional slats a re ;  and the data 
of references 5 and 6 indicated that they could be located to give substantially no increase 
in drag, o r  perhaps even a small decrease in minimum drag, and would give almost a s  
great an increase in airfoil stall  angle (about go) a s  the slot. 
It should be realized that the same type of improvements at high angles of attack 
could be expected, but to a lesser  degree, from the use of wing twist, or washout, or from 
increased leading-edge camber toward the tip. The object of the present investigation, 
however, was to t ry  to effect a much larger  improvement than would ordinarily be expected 
from twist or camber distribution with simple fixed-geometry devices which would have 
low cruise drag. 
The investigation was run on a full-scale model in the Langley full-scale tunnel at 
values of Reynolds number on the order  of 2 X l o6  to 3 X 106. The tests  were made with 
the leading-edge devices extending from the nacelle to the wing tip, and with lesser  spans 
of the stall-control devices by removing the inboard ends of the slot or  auxiliary airfoils. 
Tests were made for both flap-up and flap-down conditions for a range of engine power 
settings (i.e., thrust coefficients). 
SYMBOLS 
Figure 1 shows the wind-axis system used i n  the presentation of the data and the 
positive direction of forces, moments, and angles. The data a r e  computed about the 
moment center shown in figure 2 which is a t  10 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord 
and 0.30 m (1.0 ft) below the reference line. 
Measurements and calculations for this investigation were made in the U.S. Custom- 
ary  Units. They a r e  presented herein in the International System of Units (81) with the 
equivalent values in the U.S. Customary Units given parenthetically. Physical constants 
and conversion factors relating the two system of units used in this paper may be found 
in reference ?. 
b wing span, 10.97 m (35.98 f t )  
C D drag coefficient, Drag/qS 
C L lift coefficient, Lift/qS 
C1 rolling-moment coefficient, Rolling moment/qSb 
'm 
pitching-moment coefficient, Pitching monlent/qSE 
yawing-moment coefficient, Yawing moment/qSb 
'Y side-force coefficient, Side force/qS 
c wing chord, m (ft) 
- 
c wing mean geometric chord, 1.53 m (5 it) 
9 free-stream dynamic pressure,  ~ / m 2  (lb/ft2) 
s 2 2 wing area, 16.54 m (178 ft  ) 
T effective thrust a t  cu = oO, 
(Drag)propellers removed - (Drag)propellers operating 
T;: thrust coefficient, T/qS 
V free-stream velocity, m/sec (ft/sec) 
a angle of attack of fuselage reference line, deg 
da aileron deflection (right aileron only), positive when trailing edge is down 
6f flap deflection, positive when trailing edge is down, deg 
6 vertical angularity of tunnel a i r s t ream,  positive values indicate upwash, deg 
A C ~ , a  = C~(6a=15) + C1(6a=-19) 
Subscripts: 
max maximum 
min minimum 
4 
The model tested was a full-scale mockup of a light twin-engine low-wing monoplane. 
The basic model was the same a s  that previously tested in reference 2; and the configura- 
tion was the same a s  that tested in reference 1, although the actual model was not the same. 
Figure 2 presents a three-view drawing of the model and gives the principal dimensions; 
and figure 3 presents photographs showing the model mounted in the tunnel. The model 
had a wing span of 10.97 m (35.98 ft), a wing a rea  of 16.54 m2 (178 ftz), and a mean geo- 
metric chord of 1.53 m (5 ft) based on projection of the outboard leading edge of the wing 
through the fuselage. The wing section was a modified NACA 642A215 airfoil. The wing 
was designed to have 5O dihedral, no twist, and a 2O positive incidence with respect to the 
fuselage reference line. The wing had a constant-chord single-slotted flap of 0.355 m 
(1.16 ft) chord. The thrust axes were parallel to the fuselage reference line. For these 
tests  the horiiontal tail and the rudder were fixed at zero deflection. The ailerons were 
rigged such that the left aileron was locked at zero deflection and only the right aileron 
was movable. The right aileron had a deflection range from -19' to 15'. 
The wing section was modified to incorporate the fixed leading-edge slot as shown in 
figure 4(a). The design of the slot was based on data of reference 4. These data were a t  
odds with data of reference 3 a s  to what design features were optimum for low drag, so the 
design of the present slot was based on the tests  of reference 4 which were run at effec- 
tively full scale. Provision was made for  sealing and fairing over the slot, and also for 
mounting an auxiliary airfoil a s  shown in figure 4(b). The slot was faired over with 
0.032-thick sheetmetal and sealed for tests with the basic leading edge and for  tests with 
the auxiliary airfoil. Similarly, the mounting brackets for the auxiliary airfoil, except the 
one beside the nacelle, were removed for  tests with the basic leading edge o r  with the 
slot. The auxiliary airfoil had a chord of 0 . 1 5 ~  and an NACA 0008 airfoil section. A 
symmetrical section was chosen for  the auxiliary airfoil on the basis of data from refer- 
ence 6, which shows that symmetrical sections resulted in lower values of minimum drag 
and higher values of cLm,2/cDmin than did cambered sections, The auxiliary airfoil 
could be located at heights above the wing chord of 3, 6, 9, and 12 percent chord and at 
distances of 5, 10, and 15 percent chord ahead of the wing leading edge. It could also be 
adjusted in incidence relative to the wing chord to angles of 2.5O, 0°, -2.5O, -5.0°, and 
-1.5' (positive angles being nose up). The trailing edge of the auxiliary airfoil was the 
reference point for vertical and horizontal location and was the pivot point of the angular 
settings. As will be explained later,  a location for  the auxiliary airfoil of 0 . 1 5 ~  ahead of 
and 0 . 1 2 ~  above the leading edge of the wing, and an incidence of -5O, were selected during 
preliminary tests  and were maintained during the remainder of the tests,  including all 
tests  for  which data a r e  presented herein. Both the slot and the auxiliary airfoil extended 
outboard from the engine nacelle to the wing tip and were divided into three sections a s  
shown in figure 4(c). The various spanwise configurations tested a r e  designated herein by 
their span, the 0.21b/2 device being only the outboard segment, the 0.41b/2 device being 
the outboard two segments, and the 0.58b/2 device being all three segments. 
TESTS 
The tes ts  were  made in the Langley full-scale tunnel, which i s  described in refer- 
ence 8. Conventional static force tes ts  were made to determine the force and moment 
characteristics of the model, and tuft tests  were made to study the stall progression. 
The test  program was set up to investigate the effects of the slot and the auxiliary 
airfoil in providing improved aerodynamic characteristics a t  and beyond the stall; in 
particular, t o  investigate the effects of these stall-control devices in minimizing asym- 
metric rolling and yawing moments a t  and beyond the stall, in maintaining aileron effec- 
tiveness beyond the stall, and in delaying stall of the outboard sections of the wing. Such 
delay of the stall, of course, has implications of maintaining damping in roll  and yielding 
a strong stall warning with heavy inboard stall  at angles of attack markedly below those for 
any loss  of lift or  lateral controllability. Increase in maximum lift was not an objective 
of the tests  since the same undesirable characteristics might simply occur at a higher lift 
coefficient if  the airfoil  stall angle were increased uniformly across the span. 
Preliminary tes ts  were made with the 0.58b/2 auxiliary airfoil over the full matrix 
of airfoil location and angle to determine the optimum configuration. These tests  were 
made with propellers removed and covered a range of airfoil angles of 2.5O, oO, -2.5', 
-5.0°, and -7.5' a t  each horizontal position (5, 10, and 15 percent chord ahead of the wing 
leading edge) and each vertical position (3,6, 9, and 12 percent chord above the wing chord) 
of the auxiliary airfoil. The cr i ter ia  used in selection of an optimum configuration were: 
(1) maximum increase in angle of attack achieved before the stall, a s  indicated by tuft tests,  
progressed outboard of the 0.57b/2 spanwise station, and (2) minimum increase in drag at 
cruise lift coefficient (cL of 0.2 to 0.3). The variation of these parameters with vane 
position gave a broad range of near-optimum positions; and a vane position of 0 . 1 5 ~  ahead 
of and 0 . 1 2 ~  above the wing leading edge, with a vane angle of -5O, was selected. 
With the auxiliary airfoil position selected in the preliminary tests, the main body of 
the tes ts  was made with various spanwise segments of the auxiliary airfoil over an angle- 
0 
of-attack range of -4 to 24' a t  thrust coefficients of 0, 0.20, and 0.44 for both the flap-up 
and flap-down conditions. For all flap-down tes ts  the landing gear was also down. The 
thrust coefficients of 0, 0.20, and 0.44 represent flight conditions of low power or high 
speed (where the thrust coefficient approaches zero),  normal climb at about 90 percent 
power, and climb at a lower speed with full power a s  in take-off o r  wave-off conditions, 
respectively. 
For the leading-edge slot tests ,  the auxiliary airfoil was removed; and basically 
the same test conditions that were run for  the auxiliary airfoil were repeated, except that 
propeller-on tests were made only for  a 0.41b/2 slot span because of the limited test time 
available. 
A propeller-blade-angle setting of 20° was used for al l  the t e ~ t s .  The thrust coef- 
ficient was set by adjusting the propeller speed to obtain the required thrust for  the test 
condition at ol = 0°, and this propeller speed was maintained as a was varied. All 
the tests,  except those at a thrust coefficient of 0.44, were made at a tunnel speed of 
28.35 m/sec (93 ft/sec) which resulted in a Reynolds number of approximately 2.96 X lo6 
based on a mean geometric chord of 1.53 m (5 ft). Tests  a t  0.44 thrust coefficient were 
made at a tunnel speed of 19.2 m/sec (63 ft/sec) which resulted in a Reynolds number of 
2.05 X lo6. Prior  t o  the actual tests  of the model, a calibration of the tunnel airstream 
angularity was made. The results of this calibration a r e  given in figure 5. 
PRESENTATION OF DATA 
The data a r e  presented in the following figures: 
Figure 
Tuft-test results . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6 to 11 
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics: 
Basic leading edge, propellers removed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  12 
Basic leading edge with power . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  13 
Leading-edge slots, propellers removed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  14 
Comparison of drag coefficient of leading-edge slots,  propellers removed . . 15 
0.41b/2 leading-edge slot with power . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  16 
Comparison of lift coefficient of 0.41b/2 leading-edge slot . . . . . . . . . . .  17 
Auxiliary airfoils, propellers removed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  18 
. . .  Comparison of drag coefficient of auxiliary airfoils, propellers removed 19 
Auxiliary airfoils with power . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  20 and 21 
Lateral aerodynamic characteristics: 
Leading-edge slots, propellers removed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  22 
Basic leading edge with power . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  23 
0.41b/2 leading-edge slot with power . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  24 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Auxiliary airfoils, propellers removed 25 
Auxiliary airfoils with power . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  26 to 29 
Aileron effectiveness: 
Aileron characteristics, basic leading edge with propellers removed . . . . .  3 0 
Aileron characteristics, 0.41b/2 leading-edge slot with propellers 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  removed' 3 1 
Figure 
. . . . . . . .  Aileron characteristics, 0.41b/2 leading-edge slot with power 32 and 33 
. . . .  Aileron characteristics, auxiliary airfoils with propellers removed 34 
Aileron characteristics, auxiliary airfoils with power . . . . . . . . . . . .  35 to 40 
Comparison of rolling-moment coefficients: 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Basic leading edge, propellers removed 4 1 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Basic leading edge with power 42 
Various leading-edge slot lengths with basic leading edge, propellers 
removed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  43 
0.41b/2 leading-edge slot with basic leading edge with power . . . . . . . .  44 
Various auxiliary airfoils with basic leading edge, propellers 
removed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  45 
Various auxiliary airfoils with basic leading edge with power . . . . . . . .  46 
Comparison of aileron effectiveness (dcL/dba): 
0.41b/2 leading-edge slot to basic leading edge, propellers removed . . . .  4 7 
0.41b/2 leading-edge slot with power . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  48 and 49 
Auxiliary airfoils, propellers removed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  50 
Auxiliary airfoils with power . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  51 and 52 
Comparison of aileron effectiveness for full deflection . . . . . . . . . . . . .  53 
The longitudinal data have been corrected for blockage, airs tream misalinement, 
buoyancy effects, mounting strut ta res ,  and wind-tunnel jet-boundary effects. The lift 
and drag have been corrected for the integrated average airstream misalinement. The 
lateral data a r e  not corrected for  lateral variation of s tream angle. It should be pointed 
out, however, that most of the positive rolling moment noted a t  the lower angles of attack 
can be attributed to lateral variation of the tunnel stream angles as shown in figure 5. 
Calculations of section rolling moments using the spanwise variations of stream angle of 
figure 5 indicate that the total measured out-of-trim rolling moment could be approxi- 
mately accounted for by airstream angularity. 
The results of the tuft tes ts  were recorded by photographs, but the photographs 
could not be reproduced in this document with sufficient clarity for  analysis. Hence, 
stall  patterns were determined from large glossy prints and plotted in figures 6 to 11 to 
show areas  of stall  a t  each test angie of attack from 12" to 24". In the shaded areas indi- 
cated a s  being stalled, the tufts had one of the following characteristics: 
(1) Tufts indicated a flow forward along the wing, 
(2) Tufts were standing up off the surface, 
(3) Tufts were waving so violently as to be indiscernible, o r  
(4) Tufts were limp and curved and indicated essentially no airflow. 
It should be noted that the patches of stall on the ailerons near the midspan and inboard 
end of the ailerons a t  12O and 14O angle of attack a r e  behind the slot and auxiliary airfoil 
support brackets and probably reflect disturbances from these sources. It should also be 
noted that the paths of unstalled flow generally over the nacelles at high angles of attack 
involved marked spanwise flow angularity (up to 60°) as though the surface might be being 
wiped by a vortex; and it also seemed that the flow in these a reas  had very little energy 
so  that in some senses it might have been effectively stalled. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Stall Progression 
The tuft-test results for the basic leading edge (figs. 6(a), 7(a), 10(a), and l l (a))  show 
the unsymmetrical nature of the stall ,  starting on the left side of the nacelles, caused by 
propeller slipstream rotation for the higher power conditions (T; = 0.20 and 0.44). For 
these power-on conditions, especially with flaps down, the stall progressed far  outboard 
on the left wing before there was significant outboard stall of the right wing. This charac- 
teristic was observed in reference 1 and was identified as the cause of large asymmetric 
rolling moments a t  the stall. 
The data of figures 6 to 11 show that the slot had a pronounced effect in delaying the 
stall of the outer part  of the wing, principally that behind the slot o r  ahead of the ailerons. 
This was qualitatively the effect sought from the slot, but the quantitative effect of the slot 
was l e s s  than that indicated by the tests of references 3 and 4 with a full-span slot. In the 
reference tests, an increase of about 9' o r  10' in angle of attack for the stall was obtained 
with the slot. Study of the results of the present tuft tests ,  however, shows an increase of 
about 6' o r  7' (actually only 3' for the 6f = 27O, T; = 0.44 condition) in the angle of 
attack for stall of the slotted portion of the wing was obtained. Such an effect is to be 
expected because the low-aspect-ratio partial-span nature of the slotted part of the pres-  
ent wing lets stall f rom the adjacent part of the wing influence, and creep onto, the slotted 
part of the wing. 
Although the tuft-test results for the slotted wing were encouraging, those for the 
auxiliary-airfoil configurations were discouraging. The auxiliary airfoils generally pro- 
vide only about a 3O or  4O delay in the angle of attack for stall of the outboard part of the 
wing (the part  ahead of the ailerons); and, indeed, this delay was only lo for the 0.41b/2 
slat with bf = 27O, T; = 0.44. This rather small delay in the stall was markedly less  
than the approximately 8O delay indicated by the tests of references 5 and 6 with a full- 
span auxiliary airfoil. 
There is an implication in the foregoing results that the auxiliary airfoil might be 
l e s s  effective than the slot in maintaining damping in roll at high angles of attack. Most 
of the other aerodynamic characteristics a t  high angles of attack that one might desire to 
analyze can be determined from the force tests ,  in which case the tuft tests  a r e  an aid in  
analysis; but the stall patterns a r e  the principal indication as to whether the lift-curve 
slope of the outer parts  of the wing, and consequently the damping in roll, was maintained 
a t  high angles of attack. 
Longitudinal Characteristics 
Basic leading edge.- The longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of the basic 
leading-edge configuration a r e  presented in figures 12 and 13. These data compared with 
the results of reference 2 show good agreement, which indicates that the modification to 
the leading edge of the wing did not significantly affect the basic characteristics of the 
model. 
Slots.- The effects of the leading-edge slots on longitudinal characteristics a r e  
-
shown in figures 14 to 17. Figure 17 is a replot of lift data from figures 13 and 16 for 
direct comparison of data for the basic leading edge and the 0.41b/2 slot for power-on 
conditions. The data show very little effect of the slots on pitching moment, as would be 
expected. They generally show only small,  and in some cases inconsistent, effects on lift 
at low angles of attack (up to lo0 o r  lZO).  Close study of the lift data at high angles of 
attack, however, generally shows that with the slots there a r e  pronounced breaks in the 
lift-curve slopes a t  the same angle of attack at which the stall  occurred with the basic 
leading edge. At higher angles of attack, however, the slotted configurations generally 
produced more lift than the basic wing, with the result that, in general, there was no sig- 
nificant loss in lift until the angle of attack was 5' to 10' higher than that for  the stall  of 
the basic wing. The fact that the lift curves all showed a pronounced break a t  the same 
angle of attack a s  the maximum lift, o r  stall ,  of the basic wing was probably due to the 
fact that the stall  started inboard on the wing for both slotted and unslotted configurations, 
as shown by the tuft test results of figures 6 to 11. The effect of the slots in delaying 
stall of the outer parts  of the wing influenced by the slots,  which constitutes l e s s  than 
one-half the wing area ,  adds a small increment of lift a t  angles of attack above the nor- 
mal stall  angle. Depending on the span of the slot system, and its effectiveness, this 
additional lift sometimes causes the total lift to increase and sometimes only prevents 
a loss in lift, that is, gives a more flat-topped lift curve. 
The enlarged plots of drag data presented in figure 15  show that the slot caused an 
increase in minimum drag, as expected on the basis of the data of references 3 and 4. 
The magnitude of the increase in drag, however, was slightly greater than that expected, 
with the result that the use of the 0.41b/2 slot caused a 10-percent increase in total 
model drag, which would correspond to a reduction in cruise speed of about 5 knots, 
rather than the 2 to 4 knots anticipated. The reason for  this higher drag increment due 
to the slot was not established. 
With regard to the effect of the slots on drag a t  higher angles of attack, the data of 
figure 14 show that the slots caused no increase in drag and that the longer span Slots 
actually gave a small  reduction in drag. 
Auxiliary airfoils.- The effects of the auxiliary airfoils on longitudinal characteris- 
t ics  a r e  shown in figures 18 to 21. The data show that the auxiliary airfoils had generally 
the same effects on lift and pitching moment as the slots. Quantitatively, however, the 
effect of the auxiliary airfoils in increasing lift at high angles of attack was less  than that 
of the slots. This result is in agreement with the results of the tuft tests  presented in 
figures 6 to 11 which showed that the auxiliary airfoils were l e s s  effective in delaying 
stall of the outboard parts  of the wing. 
The enlarged drag plots presented in figure 19 show that, in general, the larger 
auxiliary airfoils caused a small decrease in drag a t  angles of attack of O0 to -lo, which 
correspond to the cruise condition. If the decrease in drag seems surprising, one should 
keep in mind the fact that the auxiliary airfoils a r e  operating in the upwash ahead of the 
wing so that it i s  possible for  their lift vector to be tilted forward to offset their pro- 
file drag. The particular order  of the curves in figure 19 requires some explanation. 
The basic-leading-edge configuration included the inboard auxiliary-airfoil bracket, right 
beside the nacelle. All the remaining auxiliary-airfoil brackets and the 0.21b/2 auxil- 
iary airfoil were added; and the result  was an increase in drag (because of the drag of the 
brackets). When the 0.41b/2 auxiliary airfoil was added, there were no extra brackets as 
compared with the basic-leading-edge configuration; and there was a small  net reduction 
in drag a s  compared with the basic-leading-edge configuration. The 0,58b/2 auxiliary 
airfoil was added (again there were no extra brackets) and there was a la rger  net reduc- 
tion in drag. These results indicate that the auxiliary airfoils produced a forward com- 
ponent of force; but, in the case of the 0.21b/2 auxiliary airfoil, i t  was not large enough to 
offset the drag of the extra auxiliary-airfoil mounting bracket. 
With regard to drag at the higher angles of attack, the data of figure 18 show that 
the auxiliary airfoils caused a small increase in drag. This increase in drag might be 
largely the result of stall  of the auxiliary airfoil itself which the tuft tests  showed 
occurred between 8' and 10' angle of attack. 
Lateral Characteristics 
The basic lateral data a r e  presented in figures 22 to 29, and the rolling-moment 
coefficient data from these figures a r e  replotted in the summary figures 41 to 46 for con- 
venience in comparison. 
Basic leading edge.- The data for the basic-leading-edge configuration a r e  presented 
in  figures 41 and 42. The results of these tes ts  a r e  not in good agreement with those of 
references 1 and 2, particularly for the flap-down power-on conditions. The data of refer- 
ences 1 and 2 show a very abrupt buildup of unsymmetrical rolling moment over an angle- 
0 of -attack range of only lo or  2 a t  the stall; whereas, the present data show a much more 
gradual buildup (over 6O o r  8O) to about the Same value of unsymmetrical rolling moment. 
The data of figure 41 show that with the propellers removed, the rolling moments for both 
the flap-up and flap-down configurations a r e  essentially constant over the angle-of-attack 
range, even through the stall which occurs a t  12' to 14'. This result indicates symmetri- 
cal wing stall, and observation of tufts on the wing during the tests  confirmed these 
findings. 
With power on, the rolling moments presented in figure 42 showed considerable 
variation with angle of attack; and they became fairly large and showed abrupt changes a t  
the stall  (a = 16O to la0) for  the flap-down configuration at TL = 0.20 and 0.44. These 
large asymmetric rolling moments were one of the principal concerns that led to the 
present investigation. The maximum values of rolling-moment coefficient of -0.03 o r  
-0.04 would correspond approximately to complete stall  of about three-fourths of the left 
wing outboard of the nacelle with no corresponding stall  of the right wing. Or ,  in other 
te rms,  the asymmetric rolling moments were about as large as, o r  in some cases larger 
than, could be produced by full aileron deflection. The result of such a situation is that 
the wings could not be kept level at the stall ,  even with full aileron deflection in straight 
(zero sideslip) flight. 
Slots.- A comparison of the rolling-moment coefficients of the various leading-edge 
-
slot configurations with those for  the basic leading edge with propellers removed is pre- 
sented in figure 43 for the flap-up and flap-down conditions. These data show that the 
rolling moments were small and the slots had no significant effect on the rolling moments 
over the angle-of-attack range. 
Figure 44 presents a comparison of the 0.41b/2 leading-edge slot and the basic- 
leading-edge configurations for power-on conditions. These data show that for most 
cases the rolling moments, and rolling-moment variations with a, a r e  no l e s s  for the 
slotted configurations than for the basic configuration. In fact, in some cases they are  
greater.  This result is surprising, particularly in view of the fact the tuft test results 
of figures 6 to 11 showed the outer par ts  of the wing, which would be expected to make 
the major contribution to the rolling moments, to remain unstalled to an angle of attack 
of 22O, and in some cases 24'. It would not seem that unsymmetrical stalling of the 
inboard part of tine wing could account tor the large rolling moments measured for  the 
model with slots. Hence, no explanation for this result can be offered. 
Auxiliary airfoils.- The data for  the auxiliary-airfoil configurations a r e  presented 
in figure 45 for the propeller-removed condition. These data show that with the propeller 
removed the rolling-moment coefficients a r e  generally small and not appreciably affected 
by the various spanwise segments of the auxiliary airfoil over the angle-of-attack range. 
The data for  the power-on conditions a r e  presented in figure 46. Figure 46(a) shows 
that with flaps up the rolling moments a r e  generally small and only at the highest thrust 
coefficient Th = 0.44 does the auxiliary airfoil have any significant effect on the rolling 
moments. 
With the flaps deflected and power on, the 0.21b/2 and 0.58b/2 auxiliary airfoils 
markedly reduced the rolling moments a t  the stall for al l  the thrust coefficients of the 
test. The 0.41b/2 auxiliary airfoil, however, did not result in any significant reduction 
in rolling moments a s  compared with those for the basic leading edge. 
Aileron effectiveness.- The basic aileron effectiveness data a r e  presented in fig- 
ures 30 to 40 and a r e  summarized in figures 47 to 53 for convenience in analysis. It must 
be pointed out again that the aileron data a r e  for  one control; that is, only the right aileron 
was moved. The left aileron was fixed a t  zero deflection. Figures 47 to 52 present slope 
values Cz and Cnba for  small aileron deflections, and figure 53 presents the differ- da 
ence in rolling moment between full-up and full-down aileron deflection. This value of 
ACL,a would correspond to the rolling moment due to full aileron deflection if the effec- 
tiveness of the right and left aileron were the same. The values of AC2,a for  the basic 
leading edge were taken from reference 1 and a r e  for a slightly smaller aileron deflection 
than that used in the present investigation, 14O down and 1 8 O  up instead of the present val- 
ues of 15' down and 19' up. 
Individual data points a r e  somewhat errat ic ,  as rolling-moment data generally are ,  
especially near the stall; but the data, especially those of figure 53, generally show that 
both the slot and the two larger  span auxiliary airfoils caused the aileron effectiveness 
to be maintained to significantly higher angles of attack than was the case for  the basic 
leading edge. With these stall-control devices, the ailerons generally maintained full 
control effectiveness of A C L , ~  approximately -0.04 up to about 18O or  19' angle of attack 
a s  compared with about 13O o r  14' angle of attack for  the basic leading-edge configuration. 
With regard to aileron yawing moments, the data of figures 47 to 52 show that the 
ailerons produced increasing adverse yawing moments with increasing angle of attack and 
that there was no significant effect of the leading-edge stall control device on this adverse 
yawing moment. 
With regard t o  damping in roll, the fact that aileron effectiveness was maintained to 
high angles of attack without undue increase in adverse yawing moments might be taken to 
indicate that the outer parts  of the wing maintained lift-curve slope up to these same high 
angles of attack and would, consequently, maintain damping in roll. It should be noted, 
however, that the aileron effectiveness a t  high angles of attack with the auxiliary airfoils 
was less than that with the slots. This result is in agreement with the results of the tuft 
tests  which showed more stalling of the outboard parts of the wing with the auxiliary air-  
foils and might be taken to indicate that damping in roll would be maintained at high angles 
of attack by the auxiliary airfoils, but to a lesser  degree than by the slots. 
CONCLUSIONS 
A full-scale wind-tunnel investigation was made to determine the effect of partial- 
span fixed leading-edge slots and auxiliary airfoils in improving the aerodynamic charac- 
ter is t ics  of a mockup of a light twin-engine airplane at high angles of attack with a mini- 
mum penalty in cruise performance. Neither of the stall-control devices performed as 
well as might have been expected, but the auxiliary airfoil gave the more favorable results. 
Specifically, the results with regard to the various problems investigated showed the fol- 
lowing effects of the leading-edge stall-control devices: 
1. Tuft tests showed that the slot provided an increase of about 6' o r  in the angle 
of attack a t  which the outboard part of the wing, essentially that ahead of the ailerons, 
stalled. The auxilairy airfoils, however, provide only about 3' o r  4' increase in the stall  
angle of this part of the wing. With either device there was extensive stall  of the inboard 
part  of the wing long before the tips stalled, which is a desirable result; but there is an 
implication in the lesser  delay in tip stall resulting from use of the auxiliary airfoil that 
i t  might be l e s s  successful than the slot in maintaining damping in roll  a t  high angles of 
attack. 
2. With either the slot o r  auxiliary airfoil there was a marked break in the slope of 
the lift curve a s  a result of stall of the inboard part of the wing a t  the same angle of attack 
at which stall  occurred with the basic leading edge. At higher angles of attack, the addi- 
tional lift provided by the outboard leading-edge stall-control devices caused the lift 
curves to have much flatter tops than the lift curve of the basic wing, or ,  perhaps, to 
actually increase in lift and give a higher maximum lift coefficient. 
3. The auxiliary airfoil caused no increase in minimum drag; in fact, it produced a 
small decrease in drag, evidently because it  was operating in the upwash ahead of the wing. 
The slot,  however, caused an increase of about 10 percent in the minimum drag of the 
whole airplane. This w a s  a slightly greater drag increase than was expected on the basis  
of small-scale research done many years  ago with a different airfoil. 
4, With the hasic wing leading edge, the model had largs osyzmetr ic  rolling 
moments a t  the stall with flaps down and high thrust settings. The auxiliary airfoil 
reduced the magnitude of these asymmetric rolling moments by about one-half; but the 
slot did not cause any such reduction. In fact, the asymmetric rolling moments at the 
stall  were slightly larger with the slot than with the basic leading edge for  the power-on 
conditions. 
5. Aileron effectiveness a t  high angles of attack was markedly improved by the use 
of either the slot o r  auxiliary airfoil, full control effectiveness being achieved to about 5' 
higher angle of attack than with the basic leading edge. 
Langley Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Hampton, Va., December 6, 1973. 
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Figure 1.- System of axes and positive sense of angles, forces, and moments. 
Figure 2.- Three-view drawing of the model. All dimensions a r e  in meters  (feet). 
(a) Three-quarter rear view of model. 
Figure 3.- Photograph of model in the tunnel. 
(b) Side view showing auxiliary airfoil. 
Figure 3.- Concluded. 
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(a) Typical c ross  section of leading-edge slot. 
Figure 4.- Slots and auxiliary airfoils. Dashed lines indicate shape of airfoil with 
slot sealed over with sheetmetal. 
(b) Cross section of auxiliary airfoil arrangement. 
Figure 4 . -  Continued. 
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(c) Spanwise segments of auxiliary airfoils and leading-edge slot. 
Figure 4.- Concluded. 
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Figure 5.- Lateral variation of airs tream angle at the wing location in tunnel. 
(a) Basic leading edge. (b) 0.41b/2 slot. 
Figure 6.- Stall progression as  determined from tuft tests. bf = 0'; Tk = C 
20 
No picture 
(c) 0.41b/2 auxiliary airfoil. (d) 0.58b/2 auxiliary airfoil. 
Figure 6.-  Concluded. 
(a) Basic leading edge. (b) 0.41b/2 slot. 
Figure 7.- Stall progression as determined from tuft tests. bf = 0'; T; = 0.20. 
( c )  0.41b/2 auxiliary airfoil. (d) 0.58b/2 auxiliary airfoil. 
Figure 7.- Concluded. 
(a) Basic leading edge. (b) 0.41b/2 slot. 
Figure 8.- Stall progression as determined from tuft tests.  q[ = 0'; T; = 0.44. 
(c) 0.41b/2 auxiliary airfoil. (d) 0.58b/2 auxiliary airfoil. 
Figure 8.- Concluded. 
(a) Basic leading edge. (b) 0.41b/2 slot. 
Figure 9.- Stall progression a s  determined from tuft tests. bf = 27'; T; = 0. 
(c) 0.41b/2 auxiliary airfoil. (d) 0.58b/2 auxiliary airfoil. 
Figure 9.- Concluded. 
No picture 
No picture 
(a) Basic leading edge. (b) 0.41b/2 slot. 
Figure 10.- Stall progression a s  determined from tuft tests.  6f = 27'; T; = 0.20. 
(c) 0.41b/2 auxiliary airfoil. (d) 0.58b/2 auxiliary airfoil. 
Figure 10.- Concluded. 
(a) Basic leading edge. (b) 0.41b/2 slot. 
Figure 11.- Stall progression a s  determined from tuft tests. df = 2T0; T; = 0.44. 
(c) 0.41b/2 auxiliary airfoil. (d) 0.58b/2 auxiliary airfoil. 
Figure 11.- Concluded. 
'igure 12.- Longitudinal characteristics for the basic leading-edge configuration 
with propellers removed. 
0. dwl 
(a) 6f = OO. 
Figure 13.-  Longitudinal characteristics fo r  the basic 
leading edge with power. 
(b) 6f=27O. 
Figure 13.- Concluded. 
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(a) 6f = OO. 
Figure 14.- Longitudinal characteristics for leading-edge slots with 
propellers removed. 
(b) 6f=2V0. 
Figure 14.- Concluded. 
'igure 15.- Con~parison of drag coefficients at low angles of attack for  
leading-edge slot configurations with propellers removed. 6f = 00. 
(a) af = oO. 
Figure 16.- Longitudinal character is t ics  with 0.41b/2 
leading-edge s lots  with power. 
9 asp m 
(b) 6 f = 2 I 0 .  
Figure 16.- Concluded. 
(a) 6 f=0° .  
Figure 17.- Comparison of lift coefficients of 0.41b/2 leading- 
slot for several power and flap conditions. 
(b) d f = 2 1 ° .  
Figure 17.- Concluded. 
Figure 18.- Longitudinal characteristics for  the auxiliary airfoil configurations 
with propellers removed. 6f = 0'. 
Figure 19.- Comparison of drag coefficients at low angle of attack 
for  the auxiliary airfoil configurations with propellers removed. 
a, = oO. 
(a) Tk = 0. 
Figure 20.- Longitudinal character is t ics  of the auxiliary airfoil 
configurations with power. 6f = 0'. 
(b) T; = 0.20. 
Figure 20.- Continued. 
(c) TL = 0.44, 
Figure 20.- Concluded. 
0, deg Cm 
(a) Th=O.  
Figure 21. -  Longitudinal characteristics of the auxiliary airfoil 
configurations with power. df = 27'.
(b) TI, = 0.20. 
Figure 21.- Continued. 
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(a) af = oO. 
'igure 22.- Lateral characteristics for leading-edge slots with 
propellers removed. 
0 5 10 15 20 
a, deg 
(b) 6f = 2 To.  
Figure 22.- Concluded. 

(b) 6f = 27'. 
Figure 23.- Concluded. 
? 24.- Lateral characteristics of the 0.41b/2 leading-edge slot 
configuration with power. 

a, deg 
Figure 25.- Lateral characteristics for the various auxiliary airfoil 
configurations with propellers removed. 6f = OO. 
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(a) 0.21b/2. 
Figure 26.- Effect of power on lateral characteristics of the various auxiliary 
airfoil configurations. df = 00. 
(b) 0.41b/2. 
Figure 26.- Continued. 
5 10 15 
a, deg 
(c)  0.58b/2. 
Figure 26.- Concluded. 
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(a) 0.21b/2. 
Figure 27.- Effect of power on the lateral characteristics of the various 
auxiliary airfoil configurations. 6f = 27'. 
a, deg 
(b) 0.41b/2. 
Figure 27.- Continued. 
5 10 15 
a, deg 
(c) 0.58b/2. 
Figure  27.- Concluded. 
(a) T L = O .  
Figure 28.- Lateral characteristics for the various auxiliary 
airfoil configurations. 6f = OO. 
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4 deg 
(c) Tk = 0.44. 
Figure 28.- Concluded. 
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(a) T; = 0. 
Figure 29.- Lateral characteristics for the various auxiliary 
airfoil configurations. bf = 27'. 
0 5 10 15 
a, deg 
(b) T; = 0.20. 
Figure 29.- Continued. 


(a) af = oO. 
Figure 31.- Variation of the lateral characteristics with aileron deflection of the 
0.41b/2 leading-edge slot configuration with propellers removed. 
(b) % = 27'. 
Figure 31.- Concluded. 
Figure 32.- Variation of the lateral characteristics with aileron deflection of 
the 0.41b/2 leading-edge slot configuration with power. df = 0'. 
b deg 
(b) TI, = 0.20. 
Figure 32.- Continued. 
ba. deg 
(c) Th = 0.44. 
Figure 32.- Concluded. 
(a) TL=O.  
Figure 33. -  Variation of the la teral  character is t ics  with aileron deflection of 
the 0.41b/2 leading-edge slot configuration with power. Q = 27'. 
43, deg 
(b) T;, = 0.20. 
Figure 33.- Continued. 
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Figure 33.- Concluded. 
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(a) 0.21b/2. 
Figure 34.- Variation of the la teral  character is t ics  with aileron deflection of the 
auxiliary airfoil configuration with propellers removed. 6f = 0'. 
b,, deg 
(b) 0.41b/2. 
Figure 34.- Continued. 
Figure 34.- Concluded. 
6 a. deg 
(a) T L = O .  
Figure 35.- Variation of the la teral  character is t ics  with aileron deflection of 
the 0.21b/2 auxiliary airfoil configuration with power. 6f = OO. 
(b) T;: = 0.20. 
Figure 35.- Continued. 
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I (c) T; = 0.44. 
Figure 35.- Concluded. 
(a) T ~ = O .  
Figure 36.- Variation of the lateral characteristics with aileron deflection of 
the 0.41b/2 auxiliary airfoil configuration with power. 6f = 0'. 
ba0 deg 
(b) TL, = 0.20. 
Figure 36.- Continued. 
6,s deg 
( c )  T): = 0.44. 
Figure 36.- Concluded. 
b,, deg 
(a) TL=O. 
ire 37.-  Variation of the lateral characteristics with aileron deflection of 
the 0.58b/2 auxiliary airfoil configuration with paver. 6f = 0'. 
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b,, deg 
(b) TI, = 0.20. 
Figure 37.- Continued. 
(c) T: = 0.44. 
Figure 37.- Concluded. 
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Figure 38.- Variation of the lateral characteristics with aileron deflection of 
the 0.21b/2 auxiliary airfoil configuration with power. bf = 21°. 
Figure 38.- Continued. 
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(a) TL=O. 
Figure 39.- Variation of the la teral  characteristics with aileron deflection of 
the 0.41b/2 auxiliary airfoil  configuration with power. = 27'. 

b,, deg 
(c) Th = 0.44. 
Figure 39.- Concluded. 
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Figure 40.- Variation of the lateral characteristics with aileron deflection of 
the 0.58b/2 auxiliary airfoil configuration with power. bf = 21°. 
(b) T;, = 0.20. 
Figure  40.- Continued. 
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Figure 41.- Variation of rolling-moment coefficient with angle of attack for  the 
basic leading-edge configuration with propellers removed. 
a, deg 
Figure 42.- Variation of rolling-moment coefficient with angle of attack for the 
basic leading edge a t  several power and flap conditions. 
Figure 43.- Variation of rolling-moment coefficient with angle of attack for various 
leading-edge slots and flap deflections with propellers removed. 
(a) 6f = oO. 
Figure 44.- Comparison of rolling moments of basic leading edge with 
0.41b/2 leading-edge slot at several power and flap conditions. 
a, de9 
(b) 9 = 27O. 
Figure 44.- Concluded. 
Figure 45.- Comparison of rolling-moment coefficients of basic leading edge with various 
auxiliary airfoils with the propeller removed. 6f = OO. 
a, deg 
(a) bf = oO. 
Figure 46.- Comparison of rolling-moment coefficients of basic leading edge 
with various auxiliary airfoils for several power and flap conditions. 
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(b) Q = 27'. 
Figure 46.- Concluded. 
Basic leading edge, bf = 0'. 
0.41 b/2 leading -edge slot, bf = 0'. 
a, deg 
0.41 b/2 leading -edge slot, bf  = 27". 
(a) Aileron effectiveness. (b) Yawing moment due to aileron deflection. 
Figure 47.- Aileron effectiveness and effect of aileron deflection on yawing moment with the propellers remol red. 
a, deg a, deg 
(a) 6 f = 0 ° .  @) sf = 27O. 
Figure 48.- Aileron effectiveness with 0.41b/2 leading-edge slot at  several power and flap settings. 
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(a) 6f = OO. (b) 6 f  = 27'. 
Figure 49.- Effect of aileron deflection on yawing-moment coefficient with 0.41b/2 leading-edge slot. 
a, deg a, deg 
(a) Aileron effectiveness. (b) Yawing moment due to aileron deflection. 
Figure 50.- Aileron effectiveness and yawing-moment coefficient for various spanwise sections of the 
auxiliary airfoil with propellers removed. Of = 0'. 
Figure 51.- Aileron effectiveness for various spanwise sections of the auxiliary airfoil with power. 
-, "", 
(a) 0,21b/2. (b) 0.41b/2. (c) 0.58b/2. 
Figure 52.- Effect of aileron deflection on yawing-moment coefficient for various spanwise 
sections of the auxiliary airfoil with power. 
Figure 53.- Rolling moment due to full aileron deflection 
(6, = 15' and - 190). 
